Field Service
From commissioning to troubleshooting and regular
maintenance, Leybold Field Service vacuum experts
come to you. Thanks to their expertise, they ensure
you will always receive the best possible solution.

UNRIVALED VACUUM EXPERTISE
Leybold’s highly trained vacuum specialists understand vacuum pumps and can always
provide the best possible solution. They have the right tools to detect potential issues in
advance and mitigate the risks immediately. Our expertise in the field is backed up by
an in-house team of product and applications specialists to meet your specific needs.

COMPLETE, ON-SITE SERVICE SOLUTIONS
Wherever you are, we have an expert available to meet your vacuum pump’s service
needs according to its conditions. Our Field Service activities range from troubleshooting,
solving pump and system performance issues and leak detection to routine maintenance,
or a complete overhaul of your vacuum pumps.

LONGER LIFETIME FOR YOUR VACUUM PUMPS
Regular maintenance, conducted by a Leybold vacuum specialist, reduces the risk of
unplanned downtime. Our engineers replace worn parts to prevent secondary damage,
ensuring the maximum lifetime for your equipment. Proactive servicing keeps your
pumps and your processes running, reducing the likelihood of pump failures.

MAINTAINING YOUR RELIABILITY
All services are executed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations,
using genuine parts and oils to guarantee the highest possible performance levels.
The best way to ensure your equipment is operating at peak performance is to call
on the expertise of the Leybold vacuum service specialists.

LEYBOLD SERVICE – EXPERT AND RELIABLE PARTNER
Maintaining your uptime and reducing the risk of production downtime is critical. Wherever you are, Leybold
is there to support you as your vacuum service partner. Our Field Service team and our fully equipped Service
Technology Centers are at your disposal.
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